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ABSTRACT 
The SensorHand Speed, which was introduced last year, has set a new standard in 
grip speed and responsiveness. To achieve this goal, the hand received a new high 
performance drive unit, reinforced mechanical parts and new electronics.  
The biggest task within the development process was the adaptation of current 
control strategies and the development of new control options, thus enabling the 
patient to handle the high speed and the unique acceleration of the new hand. 
Besides the DMC plus®, AutoControl and VarioControl options the SensorHand 
Speed offers a new control called VarioDual. VarioDual uses two signal sites and 
mimics the physiological activities used to control the sound hand. VarioDual 
combines the two classic control strategies EVO (Electronic Voluntary Opening) and 
DMC (Dynamic Mode Control).  
The overwhelming echo from patients all over the world led to the development of a 
new Electric Greifer with control options similar to the SensorHand Speed.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Until the end of the 1980s, all commercially available controls for electric hands were 
based on a simple digital control mode: 
Once the myoelectric signal reaches a defined “On”-level the terminal device will 
start to open or close until an end position is reached or the signal drops below the 
“On”-level. This kind of control is still used for patients with very low signals that can 
only reach the “On”-level. Therefore, and only therefore, a digital control, such as the 
Digital Twin, is still one of the best options. 
 
The problem with digital control is that it does not allow controlling the speed of a 
terminal device.  The patient can overcome this to a certain extent by pulsing the 
control signals over the “ON” threshold but this creates jerky movements. Clinical 
studies have proven that the number of mistakes when trying to grasp significantly 
increases if the speed of a terminal device with digital control exceeds a certain limit.  
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The Introduction of proportional controls, which allow for control of the terminal 
device’s speed by the strength of muscle contraction, this time has been overcome. 
The door was opened for the development of faster components. 
 
TECHNICAL LIMITS FOR THE DESIGN OF HIGH SPEED PROSTHETIC 
COMPONENTS 
 
But, a new problem came up which once again limited the speed of the devices: The 
inertia of complex mechanical systems. In the case of myoelectric grasping devices 
due to the short distance between open and close the acceleration, both positive and 
negative, becomes much more important than the sheer maximum speed.  
 
It is extremely important that the patient is able to control this high acceleration. 
Therefore, the whole system (mechanics, electronics, software, sensory) has to be 
fine-tuned in a way that the patient gets the feeling that he is directly controlling it 
with his muscles. Any delay of any of the system’s components would make a high-
speed system such as the SensorHand Speed uncontrollable and therefore would 
lead to frustration of the patient. The faster an active prosthetic system is, the more 
important controllability becomes. 
 
CONTROLS 
 
Several different control schemes were developed which allow optimizing the 
interaction between patient and prosthetic system depending on the patient’s ability. 
 
DMC plus 
The classic one (and in most cases probably the best option) is the Dynamic Mode 
Control plus (DMC plus). This control, which uses 2 electrodes to open and close, 
independently allows for proportional control of speed and grip force. 
After gripping with maximum grip force the virtual “hand switch” is activated which 
requires a slightly higher open signal to open the terminal device. This improves 
gripping security and facilitates the holding of such things as eating utensils, 
because small signals, which are often fired of unintended, do not lead to a 
slackening. The DMC plus control requires two normal signals. Electrodes as well as 
Otto Bock Linear Transducers can be used for control. 
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AutoControl LowInput 
The second option is called AutoControl LowInput. This is a control especially 
designed for patients with low myoelectric signals. The opening signal is used for 
proportionally controlling the opening of the device. The signal level for maximum 
speed has been lowered which decreases the window of speed control for opening. 
With Auto Control LowInput the closing of the TD only requires a digital level signal 
which closes the hand full speed. The control of the grip force is depending on the 
type of TD: Either the AutoGrasp functionality of a sensor system does the 
necessary adjustments or the patient himself controls it digitally.  
Alternatively, open or close could also be controlled with a switch. 

 
 
AutoControl 
AutoControl is a control option exclusively available in SensorHand and SensorHand 
Speed. It basically works like the so-called “Cookie Crusher Control” and requires 
only 1 very low myoelectric signal. Once the opening signal reaches a certain level 
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the hand starts to open until the signal drops below the level. Then the hand closes 
automatically down to a minimum initial grip force. After that the Sensor System of 
the SensorHand kicks in automatically and increases the grip force to a level just 
high enough to securely hold the object in the hand. 

 
 
VarioControl 
VarioControl is the preferred control option for patients with just one good signal. 
Opening is controlled by a rising signal and the speed is dependant on the speed of 
the rising signal i.e. the faster the rising signal the faster the opening. Closing speed 
and initial grip force are controlled by speed and duration of the muscle relaxation. If 
the patient relaxes fast the TD will close fast and start with a high initial grip force. 
Whereas a slow relaxation will let the TD close slow and start with a gentle grip. 
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VarioDual 
Last but not least a new unique control option has been implemented for the first 
time in the SensorHand Speed: VarioDual. 
VarioDual has been initiated by the demands of several Northern American 
customers that asked us to develop a physiologically optimized control. VarioDual 
uses two normal myoelectric signals and like a sound hand it utilizes the signals from 
the extensor group to open the TD proportionally (similar to VarioControl). 
Contracting the extensor muscles will open the hand and depending on the speed of 
the muscle relaxation the patient can control the closing speed, just like a sound 
hand would close after relaxing the muscles which are needed to open. 
To further increase grip force the patient contracts the flexor muscles. This signal is 
picked up by the second electrode and controls the TD´s speed and grip force 
proportionally. 

 
 
SYSTEM ELECTRIC GREIFER DMC VariPlus 
 
The overwhelming echo from patients and CPs from all over the world led to the 
development of a new Electric Greifer with control options similar to the SensorHand 
Speed: System Electric Greifer DMC VariPlus. 
Although due to technical reasons the new Electric Greifer does not have a Sensor 
and its advantages, the new control options make it easier to switch back and forth 
between a SensorHand Speed and an Electric Greifer. 
 
MyoSelect 
 
To make choosing the right control option easier in the future, a new tool has been 
released: MyoSelect.  
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MyoSelect is plugged in directly to the prosthetic component. On a screen it gives 
you feedback regarding the component, the software version in the component and 
the currently activated program. By means of a small jog-dial on the side the CP may 
choose the desired program and depending on the program change some settings: 
E.g. with some of the available control options the SensorHand Speed allows to 
reduce the maximum speed. 
 
The new System Electric DMC VariPlus has been set to DMC plus control in the 
factory. Any other control program can only be chosen by means of MyoSelect.  

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The progress in microprocessor technology allows new possibilities in the design of 
prosthetic controls. Like in all complex systems there are close interdependencies 
between all components. Progress in the mechanical part of the system often require 
further developments in the field of sensory, electronics and software and vice versa. 
A significant acceleration in the development of new prosthetic components is the 
result, bringing us closer to our goal: The improvement of the quality of life for people 
with disabilities! 
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